Role of physical chemical properties in drug relay into skin compartments.
The ability of a drug to reach the interstitial fluid is an important aspect of drug efficacy - as a possible indicator of skin and cell compartment concentration. This overview addresses the relationship of the physical properties of several antibiotics to their ability to enter the interstitial fluid utilizing a cantharidin blister model. By collecting pharmacokinetic data for 12 antibiotics administered orally and 11 intravenously, we compared the fraction of drug that reaches the interstitial fluid (AUC(blister)/AUC(serum)) to partition coefficients. Following data analysis, we found no correlation (p = 0.98 and 0.09, respectively) between hydrophobicity and the ability to reach the interstitium. Both orally and intravenously administered antibiotics display a strong linear correlation (p < 0.001 and p = 0.006, respectively) in the total concentration found in the serum and interstitial fluid indicating that serum concentration may be an important factor in dictating interstitial fluid concentration. This correlation may prove useful in clinical application as a means of determining interstitial fluid concentration by measuring only serum levels.